## SPECIAL INSPECTION AGENCY RECOGNITION LIST

### KEY:
- **RC** = Reinforced Concrete
- **SM** = Structural Masonry
- **SS** = Structural Steel Welding/Bolting
- **PC** = Prestressed/Post-tensioned Concrete
- **FP** = Spray-Applied Fireproofing
- **FP** = Fireproofing

### Agency Name | HQ Address | Phone/Fax or Email | RC | PC | SM | SS | FP | Expiration Date
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
### The following list of agencies will be accepted until expiration date.

### Agency Name | HQ Address | Phone/Fax or Email | RC | PC | SM | SS | FP | Expiration Date
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---

*Agencies may not be qualified to perform all aspects of special inspection.
*Agency subcontracts laboratory service
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